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Otis, who had been listening silently by the side, suddenly made a sound, and said calmly, 

 

“Erik really can’t see it through. If Grandpa really had the intention to favor his children, he and Ellio 

would not be where they are today.” 

 

Except for Lucia who didn’t understand, everyone else knew that in the days when Grandpa Luis lived, if 

there was no intention to protect their children, when Grandpa Frank died, Luis was fully capable of 

getting rid of the two brothers Elliot and Erik, who were not his own children, and let his sons and 

daughters monopolize resources. But Grandpa didn’t expect that the compassion at that time created 

Erik’s unwillingness today. 

 

“Now that Erik and Esmae are teaming up, I don’t know how they will deal with us in the future.” Arthur 

said heavily. 

 

“Dad, have you considered letting Erik directly…” Otis had a colder temperament, and the words he 

didn’t finish would definitely not be words of mercy. 

 

“No,” Edwin denied categorically, “Your Grandpa Frank only have two sons, let alone for personal 

consideration. If I take action, Ellio will be very embarrassed.” 

 

In fact, based on Edwin’s ability, let alone Erik, even if he had Esmae’s backing, as long as Edwin wanted, 

he can make Erik have nothing overnight. The reason why Edwin showed mercy was because of the 

kinship, and he did not want to embarrass Elliot, who was far away in the British Isles.. 

 

“Is it true that they are allowed to do anything wrong?” Arthur liked to take the initiative when things 

went wrong, and he can’t help asking when he saw his father’s compassion. 

 

“Of course not. Some time ago, I asked Milo to buy Erik’s enemy company in San Francisco. That 

company is strong from outside, but it won’t last long, so they agreed as soon as Milo went there. On 



the surface it is still the original staff who comes forward. As long as Erik does anything, I’ll let Milo fight 

him. I’ll see how much he wants to play tricks.” Edwin explained. 

 

“But I’m keeping Erik on my side, and it’s up to you on the domestic side.” Edwin thought for a while and 

then added. 

 

“Spencer set up Cloudwork Corp in Athegate, and initially targeted Arthur,” Otis analyzed, “He learns ten 

percent of his father’s virtues. When he was a kid, he liked to compare himself with Arthur, but he lost 

every time. I’m afraid he’s already left a scar on his heart.” 

 

“Arthur, you have to protect Lucia well. Don’t let Otis take advantage.” Sophie warned Arthur worriedly. 

 

“Of course.” Arthur looked at Lucia and nodded in agreement. 

 

Lucia never said anything. Sophie knew that she had a lot of thoughts, so she suggested that Arthur take 

her for a walk around the house, have a look, and relax. Although the Davies manor was not comparable 

to any palace, it was also exquisite and elegant. It was a great place to drive away people cares. That 

was Sophie’s humble thought. 

 

Arthur nodded, and was about to pull Lucia up when Otis stood up next to him and said to Arthur, “I’ll go 

too.” 

 

Arthur and Spencer looked at each other. Knowing the tacit understanding between the brothers, 

Arthur said, “Lucia, let’s go out for a walk with Otis.” 

 

“Okay.” Lucia wasn’t in high spirits, but she didn’t want to fail Sophie’s good intentions, so she stood up, 

and the three walked towards the vestibule together. 

 

As soon as the three people left, the smile on Sophie’s face gradually disappeared, and was replaced by 

infinite sadness. She said to Edwin, 



 

“Edwin, if Esmae has been reluctant to let go, what will Arthur and Lucia do?” 

 

Edwin sighed and was unable to answer. 

 

“Actually, I can understand what Esmae did,” Sophie said softly, “If any of our sons goes with a woman 

we don’t like, or even cuts off the relationship and goes away, I guess I’ll do whatever I can to force him 

to stay. ” 

 

“So the key to keeping those two together is the relation between us and Esmae. That’s what I feel most 

sorry for Lucia.” Edwin said bluntly. 

 

“This matter is easier said than done…” Sophie sighed, full of helplessness. 

 

On the other side, Arthur walked with Lucia and Otis. Lucia was somewhat absent-minded, and only 

asked when they reached the vestibule pool, 

 

“Otis, is there something you want to tell me?” 

 

“Yeah,” Otis nodded flatly, “and I can’t let Mom and Dad know.” 

 

“What the hell is going on?” Arthur was puzzled. Otis had little secrets that he didn’t want his parents to 

know? 

 

“I’ll let you meet Teddy.” What Otis said was undoubtedly a bombshell for Arthur and Lucia, and Lucia, 

who had been drooping her eyes in her own thoughts, suddenly raised her head and stared at Otis. 

 



“Otis, how could you…” Arthur was about to ask. His mind was spinning quickly, and he said with 

certainty, “You know Esmae’s daughter?!” 

 

Lucia remembered Esmae saying that Theodore was with Helena now, and asked, “Otis, do you know 

Helena ?” 

 

“Yes,” Otis replied with a faint smile, “Yes, actually, I came back this time because Helena told me in 

advance Teddy was sent to her. I originally planned to take this opportunity to see Teddy. I didn’t expect 

you to come back too, and it just happened now.” 

 

Lucia stared at Otis for a while, and the woman’s intuition made her ask, “Otis, are you familiar with 

Helena?” 

 

Esmae had two sons and one daughter. Helena Brown was the only daughter of the Browns family. Her 

character was straightforward, and she always made friends with her heart. As long as it was someone 

she didn’t like, Helena can turn a blind eye to them. There were many people who wanted to please the 

Browns family, but they would rather go to meet the other two sons than dare to approach Helena. So if 

Helena can directly inform Otis Theodore was with her, Otis and her must have a close relationship. 

 

Otis continued to smile, with a mysterious emotion in his eyes, but he didn’t respond. 

 

Lucia and Arthur looked at each other, and they thought about it. 

 

“Otis, don’t tell me you and Helena…” Arthur stared at Otis and was dumbfounded. 

 

“So I didn’t dare to confront just now.” Otis had given a positive answer to this question, and he and 

Helena Brown were indeed in a relationship. 

 

“Otis, you can do it!” Arthur patted Otis on the shoulder, laughing and teasing. He really didn’t expect 

Otis and the daughter of the Browns family to get together. 



 

“It’s just fate. She and I also met by chance at a business seminar. After she knew that I was the eldest 

son of the Davis family, she came and asked me why I didn’t discipline you and let you kidnap Lucia from 

their family. I just started quarreling like this… In the end, it can be considered no discord, no concord.” 

Otis had a smile, recalling the process of acquaintance with Helena. 

 

 


